Indicator lights and what they mean

Blue light:
Your device is charging.

Green light:
Your device is fully charged and is in standby mode.

NOTE: For iOS devices, the green light indicating a full charge will not turn on.
Thank you for purchasing the atomi Qi Wireless Charge Stand.

The atomi Qi Wireless Charge Stand features Qi technology that allows you to charge a compatible device quickly and wirelessly through electromagnetic induction.

All you have to do is place any compatible device on top of the Wireless Charge Stand to charge it.

NOTE: If a device is not Qi compatible, you will need a Qi receiver to charge the device.

High Speed Charging

The atomi Qi Wireless Charge Stand will deliver up to 10W of fast wireless charging to the iPhone® once fast wireless charging is enabled with a free software update later this year.

What’s Inside

1. Qi Wireless Charge Stand
2. Welcome Guide

Specifications

Input: 5V 2A, 9V 1.67A